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?Recipe of La-p pa deep (Lahanam style) 
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8. Put in a some seasoning (Ajinomoto, salt, chili, polished rice) 
9. The fish bone, skin, head  put in water and it is heated .
12. Put in a some vegetable (coriander, spring onion) 
13. Mix all material, and finish. 
Nan pack: one of the seasoning
10. Put in the soup of the fish into nan pack and it is cooled . Put it in mortar. 





?Recipe of koi- pa- deep (Lahanam Style)
?
1. The scale is taken.  
3. Fish is divided into parts. (??????? ??? ????????)
(Do not use head of fish.)
4. Internal organs are taken 
2. Washing the fish. 





    
[NOTE]
?What is difference between Koi-pa- deep and La-p pa-deep ? 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????
????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????? ???????????????????








10. Put in a little of padec. 
7. Put in lime  8. Fish meat is squeezed and the water is taken.  
9. Put in a some seasoning ( Ajinomoto, salt, chili, polished rice) 
11. Put in a some vegetable (coriander, spring onion) 
12. Mix all material, and finish. 
